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I see that I have now hardly £150 left with me. I do not
know how to tide over the prolongation of the agony. If the
struggle were to start, we should be independent of funds. For the
maintenance will come from the begging. But in the state of sus-
pense the difficulty is very great. If Mr. Gokhale is well, you may
discuss the situation. On no account do we want a public appeal.
But a private donor will solve the difficulty. You mftst however
use your judgment. Please let it be made clear to the donor if
there be one that he will give, if he does, not for families in dis-
tress but to facilitate my hanging on and to enable me to con-
tinue in comparative ease the undertakings we have in hand and
which will enable us to declare passive resistance whenever we want
to. Whilst I give you the financial position, you need not give
yourself anxiety over it. If you can do anything, you should do
it. If you cannot, I shall manage somehow. We have still got
the jewellery!—the gifts—in the Bank.1 I shall not hesitate to use
it, if the necessity arises.
With love to all,
Tours sincerely,
BHAI2
[PS.]
You will study the remarks on the regulations. I have repro-
duced the Senate debate for your use, should the struggle revive.
It so thoroughly discredits Fischer.
From the original in Gandhiji's hand: G. W. 930
104. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HEALTH[-XXXT]
11. ACCIDENTS: BURKS
When any person's clothing or something else about him
catches fire, we get into a panic, which is like branding a man who
has already sustained burns3—instead of being helpful to the victim,
we make things worse for him. It is everyone's duty therefore to
know what remedies to apply to a man who has suffered burns.
The person whose clothes catch fire should also not become
terrified but, if it is the loose end of a garment, should promptly
rub it with the hand. If the entire clothing has caught fire, he
1	The reference is to a trust, created by Gandhiji in 1901, of gifts and
ornaments presented to him; vide Vol. Ill, pp, 208-9.
 2	"Brother"; this was how associates addressed Gandhiji.
 3	A Gujarati saying

